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A detai led analysis of a tunnel diode o s c i l l a t o r inevitably 
requires the solution of a nonlinear d i f f e ren t i a l equation describing 
i t s operation. In the pas t , the volt-ampere charac te r i s t i c of a device 
which displays negative dynamic resis tance in a reasonably symmetrical 
N-type curve has been described by a simple th i rd order polynomial. For 
example, the charac te r i s t i c of the te t rode vacuum tube is usually des-
3 
cribed by the simple expression i = - ae + be . Because of the simpli-
c i t y of the approximating polynomial used to describe the t e t rode , van 
der Pol was able to solve the nonlinear d i f f e r en t i a l equation which des-
cribes the te t rode o s c i l l a t o r . The or ig ina l work published by van der Pol 
in 193̂ + bas long since become a c lass ic in the f ield and has been the 
inspi ra t ion for numerous researches on nonlinear osci l la t ions» 
The analysis of a tunnel diode osc i l l a to r i s complicated by the 
fact that the volt-ampere charac te r i s t i c of a tunnel diode is grossly 
asymmetrical about the region of negative dynamic res is tance and cannot 
be approximated by a simple polynomial. I t has been the purpose of 
t h i s invest igat ion to obtain, without the use of an approximating poly-
nomial, the solution to the nonlinear d i f f e ren t i a l equation which des-
cribes a tunnel diode o s c i l l a t o r . The charac te r i s t i c of the solution 
which has been of primary in teres t is the waveshape of the s teady-s ta te 
output and how i t is influenced by the different c i r cu i t parameters. 
The nonlinear equation which describes the tunnel diode osc i l l a to r 
used was found to be 
X 
d 2 e . R de 1 , 1 d T _, v 1 , R [~ , ,1 
T2 + L d t + L C e + C d t L f ( e ) J + L c L f ( e ) J " ° ' 
CLXi 
where f(e) is the nonlinear function which represents the tunnel diode 
volt-ampere c h a r a c t e r i s t i c . 
The osc i l l a to r was simulated on an analog computer, and the 
computer was programmed in phas-e-plane var iab les . The solution to the 
osc i l l a to r equation was then presented by the computer in graphical 
form as a phase t ra jec to ry together with a recording of the instantan-
eous output waveshape, 
The experimental resu l t s are reviewed with major emphasis on 
the near-sinusoidal mode of operation. The necessary conditions for 
near-sinusoidal operation are derived in terms of the c i r cu i t para-
meters of i n t e r e s t , namely the impedance l eve l , c i r cu i t Q, and bias 
point o 
I t is shown t h a t , i f the c i r cu i t Q and bias point are fixed, the 
waveshape can be made more nearly sinusoidal by lowering the impedance 
l eve l . 
I t is likewise shown t h a t , i f the impedance level and bias point 
are fixed, the waveshape is improved by lowering the c i r cu i t Q. 
The effect of the bias point on the c i r cu i t operation is reviewed 
in terms of the value Of the negative incremental conductance presented 
by the diode as a function of the bias vol tage. In. addi t ion, the role 
of the asymmetry of the diode charac te r i s t i c is considered, and as a 
resul t the bias point is shown to be a control l ing factor in whether or 
not sustained osc i l l a t ions are possible and, if so, how the s teady-state 
amplitude is limited and the waveform dis tor ted « 
XI 
Finally, the overall effects of the circuit parameters are con-
sidered from the system-root point of view, and it is shown that the 
results previously obtained all lead in the same directions improve-
ment in the waveshape is made by adjusting the circuit parameters in 
such a way as to place the system roots closer to the ju)-axis« Examples 
are given to illustrate the effect of each parameter on the waveshape 
and a final example is given to show the almost perfect sinusoidal wave-





Since the development of the Esaki or tunnel diode in 1957, there 
has been a widespread and rapidly growing interest in its application. 
The tunnel diode, basically a negative resistance device, is ideally 
suited for use in logic and -switching circuits> amplifiers, and two-
terminal or negative resistance oscillators, 
This investigation is concerned with the specific application "of 
the tunnel diode as a negative resistance oscillator. 
There is an abundance of classical literature dealing with the 
theory of negative resistance oscillators. One of the most famous papers 
on this subject is that by van der Pol describing the operation of the 
tetrode oscillator (l)„ This work, in which van der Pol took into account 
the nonlinearity of the tube characteristic, resulted in the well known 
van der Pol nonlinear differential equation. Since van der Pol published 
his paper, many workers have investigated the properties of the equation, 
resulting in numerous contributions to the theory of nonlinear oscilla-
tions in general. 
One of the key points in the development of van der Pol's equation 
is that the E-I characteristic of the tetrode, shown in Figure 1(a), is 
reasonably symmetrical about the center of the range over which it exhibits 
dynamic negative resistance. In this range, the tube characteristic may 
be closely approximated by a simple third order polynomial. Van der Pol 
used the approximating polynomial shown in Figure 1(b) to derive an 
E 
Figure 1(a). General Characteristic of the Tetrode Vacuum 
Tube. 
f(e) - - ae + be_ 
Figure 1(b). Polynomial Representation About the Center 
of the Negative Resistance Region Used 
by Van der Pol, 
I = F(E) 
E 
Figure 1 ( c ) . Tunnel Diode Stat ic Terminal Volt-Ampere 
Charac te r i s t i c . 
3 
equation in which the terms describing the nonl inear i ty are displayed as 
expl ic i t functions of the dependent va r iab le . For t h i s reason, he was 
able to solve the equation ana ly t i ca l ly as well as graphical ly . 
The E-I charac te r i s t i c of the tunnel diode, shown in Figure 1 (c ) , 
is markedly nonsymmetrical about any point in i t s range of dynamic nega-
t ive r e s i s t ance . This makes i t very d i f f i cu l t to use a polynomial to 
approximate the diode 's cha rac te r i s t i c over the range of in te res t - Even 
if an approximating polynomial were used, i t would be very unwieldy. With 
t h i s in mind, i t appears that any reasonable analysis of a tunnel diode 
osc i l l a to r would have to be one depending on a graphical technique such 
as phase-plane analysis or some other a l l i e d procedure* 
I t is the purpose of t h i s investngatfoh to obtain a solut ion to the 
equation describing a tunnel diode o s c i l l a t o r and to determine the influ-
ence of the various osc i l l a to r c i r cu i t parameters on that so lu t ion . The 
cha rac te r i s t i c of the solution on which the greates t a t t en t ion w i l l be 
focused is the waveshape of the s teady-s ta te output of the tunnel diode 
oscillator«» 
A similar problem has been investigated by Docherty and Aitchison 
(2) using different techniques than those which are employed in th i s in-
ves t iga t ion . Though t h e i r work was less complete, t h e i r conclusions are 
similar to those reached as a resu l t of thi--" inves t igat ion. 
k 
CHAPTER II 
TUNNEL DIODE OSCILLATOR THEORY 
Basic Oscillator Circuits 
The tunnel diode, when biased in its region of negative dynamic 
resistance, may be represented by the equivalent circuit of Figure 2. 
The series inductance, L , arises from the leads of the package and is 
o 
usually very low. A small series resistance, R , is present and rep-
s 
resents the bulk resistance of the semiconductor material. The capaci-
tance, C,, represents the capacity of the p~n junction of the diode-
The negative resistance, p(- - R ) , represents the negative dynamic 
resistance of the diode and, for small signals, is given by the recip-
rocal of the slope of the static E-I characteristic shown in Figure 1(c) 
I L R 
s s 
E 
/mnnnn v/s/v^ p « -R, 
"Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit of the Tunnel Diode when Biased 
in the Region of Negative Resistance. 
Considering the equivalent circuit of Figure 2, a negative 
resistance oscillator is easily constructed as shown in Figure 3>(a) (j) 
Assuming perfect by-passing by C, , the incremental equivalent circuit 
See Appendix A for typical values of the diode parameters. 











Figure 3(a). Simple Oscillator Circuit. 
(L + L) 
(R + R) 
Figure 3 (b ) . Incremental Equivalent Circuit of Figure 3 ( a ) . 
Another c i r cu i t which has b e t t e r frequency s t a b i l i t y and is more 
eas i ly adjusted in frequency, Q, and impedance l eve l , is shown in Figure 
^(a) (k). The incremental equivalent c i r c u i t , assuming perfect by-pass-
ing by C , is shown in Figure Ij-(b), 
During the course of t h i s work, a c i r cu i t of the type shown in 
Figure k was used because of i t s inherent advantages over the simpler 
type shown in Figure 3 . The schematic of the p rac t i ca l o s c i l l a t o r c i r -
cuit which was used is shown below in Figure 5. The component values 







- J - C bp ct -
R< 
I 
e ( t ) 







e ( t ) 
KMSUU 
Figure 4(b). Incremental Equivalent Circuit of Figure 4(a). 
For application as an oscillator, the diode must be biased in its 
region of negative resistance. For the operating point to be fixed in 
this region, it is required that the total series resistance of the DC 
equivalent circuit (composed of the Thevenin resistance of the bias cir-
cuit and the coil resistance) be less than the magnitude of the negative 
resistance of the diode. If this is the case, the DC load line will then 






Figure 5« Practical Oscillator Circuit. 
7 
Figure 6. Suitable DC Load Line. 
If the total .DC resistance of the circuit is increased, the slope of the 
load line will approach that of the diode characteristic in the negative 
resistance region. If the DC resistance is greater than the magnitude 
of the negative resistance of the diode, then the slope of the load line 
is less than that of the diode characteristic, and intersections can 
occur at one or three points, depending on K\ the Thevenin voltage of 
the bias network, as shown in Figure 7° A load line which intersects 
the characteristic in the negative resistance region, such as point 3 in 
Figure 7, will also intersect the characteristic at two other points. 
It has been shown (| ) that the presence of reactive elements in the cir-
cuit causes point 3 to be one of unstable equilibrium, and the diode can 
then only "switch" between the stable points k and 5> making it unsuitable 
i„ h 
% 
'! - 2 -~3 
Figure 7. Unsuitable DC Load Lines. 
8 
for application as an oscillator if biased in this manner. 
Linear Methods of Analysis 
Linear Analysis in the Complex Frequency Plane 
An analysis of the equivalent circuit of Figure 4(b) is consid-
erably simplified by the assumption that the series inductance and re-
sistance of the diode are negligible. For the diodes used (GE LN29^0) 
these parameters are small and are considered as negligible in all 
further analysis„ 
With the assumption of negligible L and R , the equivalent cir-
o S 
cuit of the oscillator reduces to that shown in Figure 8. The equivalent 
capacitance, C, is now the sum of the tank capacitance, C , and the 







P^ c = R < 
E 
Figure 8. Simplified Equivalent Circuit„ 
A small signal analysis of the c i r cu i t of Figure 8 may be made 
by investigating the s-plane roots of the equation describing the oscil-
l a t o r . The single node equation which describes the c i rcu i t of Figure 
8 is 
I + 1 + IT * 0 } p c L ( i ) 
or 
9 
E {- + Cs + T \ s ) « 0 . (2) 
o v p Ls + . R ' • s ' 
The only n o n - t r i v i a l s o l u t i o n i s for 
£+ C s + I T T R ) - o . • (3) 
Rewrit ing equat ion (3) g ives 
Ls + R + p(Ls + R)Cs + p , ,v 
~ p(Ls + Rj " U " w 
The system roo t s may now be found by equat ing t h e numerator of equat ion 
(h) t o z e r o . Therefore , t h e r e s u l t i n g equa t ion t o "be solved i s 
s2 + coffer2 )s + ( B ^ = ° • (5) 
The r o o t s of t h e system a r e then 
1 ,L + p RCv i / l ,L + p RC x2 ,R + pv , ,x 
For sinusoidal operation at constant amplitude, the s-plane rooi*s 
must be complex conjugates on the jw-axis, therefore the real part of the 
roots must be zero* This condition requires that 
L + p RC = 0 . (7) 
From the definition of the diode parameters, p may alternately be ex-
pressed as 
P - - \ - - i- , (8) 
d 
1.0 
where FL and G, are posi t ive numbers. Substi tution of equation (8) In 
equation (7) yields the r e s t r i c t i o n on the c i r cu i t parameters for sinu-
soidal operation 
R - § Gd . (9) 
With the r e s t r i c t i o n of equation (9)* the roots are of the form 
s 2 , s 2 = ± j OJQ , (10) 
where GO is the frequency of osc i l l a t ion and is given by 
R i P 




The natural frequency of the c i r cu i t of Figure 8 in the loss less case 
(R = 0) is GO = 1 A/LC . For a high-Q c i r cu i t the co i l r e s i s t ance , R, 
would be small, and the frequency of o s c i l l a t i o n , GO , would be very near 
u) , which is determined primarily by the external resonator parameters 
C, and L. t 
For the o sc i l l a to r to be s e l f - s t a r t i ng , , the system roots must 
i n i t i a l l y be located in the r ight half of the s-plane„ The output wave-
shape wi l l then depend on the migration of the roots during the build up 
of osc i l l a t ions o If the roots move toward the jco-axis, the output 
approaches a pure sinusoid. If the system roots migrate further into 
the r igh t -ha l f -p lane , the build up soon involves the nonl inear i ty of the 
cha rac t e r i s t i c . At t h i s point , the output is far from sinusoidal and is 
known as a relaxation o sc i l l a t i on . The t r ans i t i on from nearly sinusoidal 
11 
t o r e l a x a t i o n o s c i l l a t i o n s i s smooth, and t h e r e i s no c l e a r cut d i v i d i n g 
l i n e t o s e p a r a t e t h e two c a s e s . An extreme case of r e l a x a t i o n o s c i l l a -
t i o n s i s one in which t h e system roo t s have coalesced and f a l l on t h e 
p o s i t i v e r e a l a x i s in t he s - p l a n e . A r e l a x a t i o n o s c i l l a t o r i s sometimes 
defined as a system whose s -p lane roo t s a r e p o s i t i v e , p u r e , r e a l , and 
simple ( 6 ) . 
The p o s i t i o n of t h e s -p lane r o o t s can be used t o ga in i n s i g h t in to 
t h e n o n l i n e a r behavior of t h e o s c i l l a t o r as w i l l be shown when t h e r e s u l t s 
of t h e more d i f f i c u l t n o n l i n e a r s o l u t i o n a r e d i scussed in a l a t e r s ec t ion . 
Linear D i f f e r e n t i a l Equation Analys is 
One of t h e most u se fu l methods of ga in ing an i n s i g h t i n t o t h e fun-
damental mechanism of a nega t ive r e s i s t a n c e o s c i l l a t o r i s t o ana lyze t h e 
b a s i c c i r c u i t of Figure 8 in terms of a l i n e a r d i f f e r e n t i a l equa t ion for 
t h e ins tan taneous output v o l t a g e . For convenience, t h e b a s i c c i r c u i t i s 
repea ted in Figure 9 w i th t h e ins tan taneous output vo l t age and branch 
c u r r e n t s shown. 
R 
e ( t ) 
Figure 9 . Basic O s c i l l a t o r C i r c u i t . 
The s i n g l e node equat ion which de s c r i be s t h e c i r c u i t i s 
XL = 1 - 1 c p 
de e 
d t (12) 
12 
The ins tan taneous output vo l t age i s given by 
d l L 
e ( t ) - L ^ + R l . (13) 
The use of equation (12) and the relation p = - 1/G, in equation (13) 
yields 
T | + Ec (RC - L Ga> i + ST (! - R Ga>e = ° • 
dt 
(14) 
Equation (ik) i s of t h e gene ra l form 
d e , _^ de . 2 
— „ + 2a -TT- + w e 
, . 2 d t o dt 
0 , (15) 
where 
a = ^ (BC - L 0 ) , (16) 
and 
* - i — ("l - R G,~| 
- f Tc L dJ 
1/2 
(17) 
The o s c i l l a t o r y s o l u t i o n f o r equat ion (15) i s of t h e ' g e n e r a l form 
- a t e ( t ) = Ae~ cos (pt + 0) , (18) 
where 
= . 2 - ^ l Lo J 
i / 2 
(19) 
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In a passive system, the damping constant, Ct, is always a posi t ive num-
ber which means tha t the osc i l l a t ions w i l l decay with time. 
The pr inciple behind a negative res is tance osc i l l a to r is tha t the 
damping constant as given by equation (16) can, through the correct 
choice of c i r c u i t parameters, be made to equal zero. If t h i s is the 
case, then {3 = co , and the c i r cu i t equation takes the form 
4 + "o e - ° > <2 0> 
dt 
and the solution is of the form 
e(t) = A cos (co t + 0) . (21) 
This is an osc i l l a t ion at the angular frequency co with the constant 
amplitude A. 
The r e s t r i c t i o n on the c i r cu i t parameters for OL = 0 is found from 
equation (16) to be 
RC - L G = 0 . (22) 
Therefore, 
R = § Ga . ( 2 5 ) 





l - L (2M 
and the results of equations (23) and (2k) are identically those found 
in equations (9) and (11) of the preceding section. 
.Ik 
A l t e r n a t e Quasi-Linear Analys is 
An a l t e r n a t e approximate approach i s u se fu l in exp l a in ing t h e 
behavior of t h e o s c i l l a t o r in t h e q u a s i - l i n e a r n e a r - s i n u s o i d a l s t a t e 
of o p e r a t i o n . For a high-Q c i r c u i t , t h e t ank c i r c u i t of Figure 9 may 
be c l o s e l y approximated by t h e equ iva l en t form shown below in Figure 10. 




Figure 10. Equivalent Tank C i r c u i t . 
and a l s o r e p r e s e n t s t h e input admit tance of t h e c i r c u i t a t t h e n a t u r a l 
frequency co ~ 1 / V L C . The a l t e r n a t e equ iva len t form of t h e b a s i c 
o s c i l l a t o r c i r c u i t i s shown in Figure 1 1 . Again, assuming t h a t p i s 
P i - - ^ - r -^ C 3 L 
P P f) 
G 
Figure 11. Alternate Equivalent Basic Oscillator Circuit. 
essentially constant, the node equation describing the circuit of Figure 
11 is 
C || + (G + i )e• + i 7 edt « 0 dt p L J (25) 
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This may be rewritten as 
T T +1c <G " Ga> aT + W e " ° • <26> 
dt 
The quasi-linear equation (26) is essentially the same as equation (14) 
the only difference being the coefficient of e. In equation (14), the 
coefficient of e is 
% - TC " W Gd • ^ ) 
In equation (26) the coefficient of e i 
i • w • (28> 
1 RGd 2 2 
For t h e high-Q c a s e , -=—• > > -fr5"" * arL(^ w ^ w * -̂ke ( l u a s i - l i r i e a r equa-
tion (26) has two roots which characterize the time response. 
mx, m2 = - ± (G - Gd) ± J ^ - - ^ (G - Gd)
2 
« a ± jp (29) 
For a growing oscillation, the following conditions must hold: 
a > 0 (30) 
with p real. (31) 
For the condition (30) to be satisfied, it must be true that 
Gd > G . (32) 
The inequality (32) dictates that the slope of the dynamic load line, 
- G, must be less than the slope of the diode characteristic, - G,» 
16 
This means that the dynamic load line will intersect the diode charac-
teristic at two points other than the bias point, as shown in Figure 12. 
For the boundary condition of G = G , the dynamic load line is 
exactly tangent to the diode characteristic at the bias point, and ideally 
this condition corresponds to a perfect sinusoidal waveshape. 
Figure 12* Dynamic Load Line Conducive to Growing Oscillations* 
For condition (31) to be satisfied, it must be true that 
^ > (G - Gdf . (33) 
The extreme values of G which sa t i s fy (33) are given by 
G, - G ± 2 - ^ T . (34) 
The characteristics of the solution as a function of the circuit param-
eters are shown in Figure 13. The case of interest is confined to the 
band where near-sinusoidal oscillations are present* 
The line G - G in Figure 13 corresponds to the threshold of 
oscillation. For G. * G, the dynamic load line is exactly tangent to 






Influence of Circuit Parameters on the Modes 
of Circuit Operation. (After Strauss„) 
G 
The region corresponding to near-sinusoidal oscillations is 
defined in terms of the circuit parameters by 
G 5 Ĝ  £ G + 2 
" d vr (35) 
Rewriting th i s inequali ty in terms of the or ig ina l c i r cu i t parameters 
y ie lds , 
¥ * ^ S ^ l g (36) 
This express ion, together with the interpretation of the dynamic load 
line, will be useful when the effect of the circuit parameters on the 




The linear analysis of the preceding sections is useful in gaining 
a preliminary understanding of the oscillator, but because it is a linear 
analysis of a nonlinear phenomenon it cannot be taken as a true descrip-
tion of the circuit behavior. 
In both preceding sections, the negative dynamic resistance of 
the diode was considered as linear and constant* The static character-
istic, shown in Figure 1(c), shows that the negative resistance is not 
constant and varies nonlinearly with the instantaneous voltage swing 
about the bias point. This fact dictates that a realistic analysis must 
proceed on a nonlinear basis, 
A linear negative resistance implies a source of infinite power 
which is unrealizable .in a practical circuit» The solution of equation 
(18) implies that if the negative resistance and circuit parameters com-
bine in such a manner as to make OL always negative the output would grow 
indefinitely with time. This situation is an absurdity arising from 
the linear analysis of a nonlinear phenomenon,, Actually, all devices 
which display negative dynamic resistance must have an E-I characteris-
tic which displays a positive slope on each side of the region of nega-
tive slopeo This fact removes the absurdity of infinite amplitude at 
the output because the increasing voltage swing about the bias point 
will eventually pass into the dissipative regions of the characteristic 
during some portion of its cycle, and the energy lost there will limit 
the final amplitude of oscillation. In a linear system, the amplitude 
of oscillation, as denoted by A in equation (21), is fixed by the initial 
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conditions imposed on the system„ In a nonlinear system of the type 
considered here, the .initial conditions have no effect on the final 
amplitude of oscillation.. Rather, the final amplitude is a direct con-
sequence of the physical limitations of the device used to produce the 
negative resistance. 
The derivation of the nonlinear differential equation which des-
cribes the oscillator begins with the basic equivalent circuit of Figure 
8 which is again repeated for convenience in Figure Ik. Here, the in-
stantaneous current in the negative resistance is given by i = f(e), 
where f(e) is a nonlinear function,, As before, the voltage e is the in-
stantaneous variation from the bias point and i is the instantaneous 
P 
v a r i a t i o n of t he cu r r en t wi th r e spec t t o t h e b i a s point» 
The node equat ion for t h e c i r c u i t i s 
1 T ss - 1 _ l 
L c p 
- C £ - f(e (37) 
i a: f(e) 




e ( t 
Figure Iko Basic Oscillator Circuit 
The output voltage is 
di 
e(t) = L ^ + R iL . (38) 
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Substitution of equation (.57) i*1 equation {38) results in the nonlinear 
equation which describes the oscillator, 
^ e , R d e , 1 , l d r w vl R r_, rf ^ , v 
~ 2 + L d t + LC e + Cd t L f<e )J + IcLf<e>J = ° - (59) 
dt 
Under the assumption of negl igible ser ies res i s tance , the nonlinear 
function f(e) is represented by the charac te r i s t i c of the diode when the 
origin of coordinates is placed at the bias point» This graphical rep-
resentat ion of f(e) is shown in Figure 15. 
I t is at t h i s point tha t the lack of an ana ly t ica l expression for 
f(e) rules out an ana ly t ica l solution of the equationo As is often the 
case with nonlinear d i f f e ren t i a l equations, the solution can be pursued 
on a graphical basis., 
ii„ = f(e) 
/ e 
/ " " " • 
Figure 15. Diode Character is t ic Used to Represent the 
Nonlinear Function f ( e ) . 
Graphical Solution; Method of Isoclines and Phase-Plane Analysis 
Phase-plane analysis is concerned with the graphical solution of 
the d i f f e ren t i a l equation of the form 
x + A(x, x)x + B(x, x)x =•  0 , (kO) 
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where the coefficients A(x, x) and B(x, x) are functions of the var iab le , 
x, and i t s time der iva t ive , x. The x - x plane is called the phase-plane, 
and the plot of x as a function of x describes the var ia t ions of these 
quant i t ies with time. 
Excellent detai led discussions of phase-plane analysis are given 
by Strauss (if), Truxal (8) , and Cunningham (9) , and only the basic funda-
mentals of t h i s analysis are presented here. 
The i n i t i a l conditions imposed on equation (40), x(o) and x(o) , 
fix a point on the phase-plane, and the behavior of the path from th i s 
point describes the behavior of the variables x and x for a l l l a t e r time» 
A system which is unstable is described by a path which tends to infinity,, 
while a system which comes to res t is characterized by a path which 
approaches some fixed point in the phase-plane„ A system which f a l l s 
into a periodic osc i l l a t ion is described by a path from the i n i t i a l con-
d i t ion point which eventually t races out the same pat tern with each osc i l -
l a t i on . This closed pa t t e rn , which is reached with the s t eady-s ta te , is 
called a l imit cycle and contains much information with regard to the 
amplitude, frequency, and wave-shape of the oscillation<> The path from 
the i n i t i a l condition point to the l imit cycle describes the t rans ient of 
the solut ion. The method of phase-plane analysis i s very useful since i t 
yields both the t rans ien t and s teady-s ta te solutions <> 
The construction of a solution curve, or t r a j ec to ry , in the phase-
plane for equation (40) is an applicat ion of the basic graphical solution 
for f i r s t order equations known as the Method of Isoclines•> The method 
of isoclines applies to equations of the form 
§£ = x = f(x, t ) , (kl) 
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and yields the solution in the form of a curve in the x-t plane* 
The solution-curve is constructed by assigning numerical values to 
the parameters which appear in f (x , t ) c For any point in the x-t plane, 
e .g . (x.. , t - . ) , the value of dx/dt may be numerically calculated. This 
value of dx/dt is then interpreted as the slope of the solution-curve 
through the point (x.. , t-,)o At the given point (x , t.. ) a short l ine 
dx segment is drawn with the calculated slope (-rr) ° The solution curve 
through tha t point then contains t h i s short l ine segment° 
The method of isoclines systematizes the construction of these 
short l ine segments by f i r s t assigning a par t i cu la r numerical value for 
the slope. If the value chosen for the slope is m, then equation {hi) 
becomes 
g = x = f(x, t) - m , (k2) 
and is then an equation of the locus of a l l points in the x-t plane 
through which pass solution-curves with slope equal to m0 Using equa-
t ion (k-2) t h i s locus, called an. i soc l ine , may be constructed<> After con-
s t ruct ion of the i soc l ine , short l ine segments are drawn a l l along i t 
with each l ine segment having a slope m. The process i s then repeated 
by picking new values of m and constructing new isocl ines u n t i l the x-t 
plane is f i l l ed with i soc l ines , each carrying a number of short l ine seg-
ments of appropriate slope, 
The i n i t i a l condition imposed on the equation, e0g0 (x , t ) , then 
determines the solution-curve in the x-t plane. Start ing from the i n i -
t i a l point , the solution-curve is traced out by following the slope of 
the directed l ine segments which f i l l the plane„ Since equation (42) 
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r e q u i r e s t h a t t h e s l o p e g i v e n by f ( x , t ) be s i n g l e - v a l u e d a t a l l p o i n t s 
o t h e r t h a n s i n g u l a r i t i e s of t h e e q u a t i o n , i t f o l l o w s t h a t no two s o l u t i o n 
c u r v e s can c r o s s t h r o u g h t h e same p o i n t i n t h e x - t p l a n e » T h e r e f o r e , 
f o r e a c h i n i t i a l c o n d i t i o n imposed on t h e s y s t e m d e s c r i b e d b y e q u a t i o n 
( 4 l ) , t h e r e w i l l b e a s i n g l e , u n i q u e s o l u t i o n - c u r v e . 
The r e s u l t s of a c o n s t r u c t i o n b y t h e i s o c l i n e method f o r an a r b i -
t r a r y e q u a t i o n (kl) a r e shown i n F i g u r e 1 6 . In. a p r a c t i c a l , s o l u t i o n many 
more i s o c l i n e s t h a n shown i n F i g u r e 16 would b e n e c e s s a r y f o r good a c c u -
r a c y . 
In o r d e r t o a p p l y t h e method of i s o c l i n e s t o e q u a t i o n ( 3 9 ) * i t 
must be r e d u c e d t o an e q u a t i o n of t h e f i r s t o r d e r . T h i s i s done b y i n -
t r o d u c i n g t h e new v a r i a b l e s 







A de 1 d e 
CFT ~ clt 
o 
(^5) 
The d e r i v a t i v e s now become 





to x := f (x, t) 
m < 0 
Lime segment 
of slope m 
F.igure 16o Simplified Construction of Arbitrary Solution Curve Using the Method of Isoclines 
ro 
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2 2 p 2 
d e ,d ev /dTvc /de* /d Tv 2 ,dvx n * 
- 2 " <-5> fe) + (d?} (-r5} = uo v W • ^7) 
dt dT d t 
The s u b s t i t u t i o n of equat ions ( 4 4 ) , ( 4 6 ) , and (47)> in equat ion (39) 
y i e l d s t he s impler equat ion 
2 ,dvx , R 2 w vb—) + T w v + to e o M e ' L o o 
+ ^ [ f ( e ) ] + R ̂ [ f ( e ) ] = 0, (W) 
Equation (48) is a first-order equation of the same form as equation (4l). 
The variables are now (dv/de), v, and e, and the solution-curve is the 
trajectory in the v-e plane. 
The introduction of the new variable v normalizes the phase-plane 
so that if the variable e is a perfect sinusoid, e.g. A sin GO t , then 
v = A cos w t , and the trajectory in the normalized phase-plane will have 
a limit cycle which is a perfect circle of radius A. 
In equation (48), the presence of the time derivative of the 
function f(e) makes it impossible to compute the location of the isoclines 
in the v-e plane by direct numerical substitution. At this point, it is 
desirable to make the change of variable 
df ,df\ /deN ,df v ,, ^ 
dt = W (dt } - V (de-} ' {k9) 
With the substitution of equation (49)* equation (48) may be rewritten 
so that the isoclines may be computed as 
v - - -': - R M . (50) 
(^^"f ^ (§ ) 
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The i s o c l i n e s a r e computed, as "before, by choosing a va lue m for t h e 
s lope of t h e p h a s e - t r a j e c t o r y ( d v / d e ) , and computing t h e p o i n t s (v , e) 
which def ine t h e i s o c l i n e for t h a t s lope* The value of f ( e ) for v a r i -
ous values of e may be read from t h e g r a p h i c a l r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of f ( e ) as 
shown in Figure 1 7 ( a ) . The va lue of (d f /de ) for t h e va r ious va lues of e 
may be taken from a curve for (d f /de ) which has been g r a p h i c a l l y con-
s t r u c t e d from t h e curve for f ( e ) . This i s shown in Figure 1 7 ( b ) . 
Using equat ion (50) and curves as shown in Figure 17* t h e phase-
plane may be f i l l e d wi th i s o c l i n e s corresponding t o d i f f e r e n t va lues of 
m ass igned t o ( d v / d e ) , The i n t r o d u c t i o n of t h e d imens ionless t ime v a r i -
a b l e r makes t h e dimensions of v and e t h e same. I f equal numerica l 
s c a l e s a r e chosen on t h e v and e a x e s , then t h e va lue m ass igned t o • 
(dv/de) i s t h e a c t u a l geomet r i ca l s lope t o be p l o t t e d for t h e d i r e c t e d 
l i n e segments on t h e i s o c l i n e s (10). A simple example of t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n 
of a phase t r a j e c t o r y corresponding t o a p e r i o d i c o s c i l l a t i o n i s shown 
in Figure 18. 
Since t ime i s an i m p l i c i t parameter in t h e p h a s e - p o r t r a i t , t h e 
ins t an taneous v o l t a g e as a funct ion of t ime must a l s o be cons t ruc ted 
g r a p h i c a l l y . One method for f ind ing t h e t ime requ i red for t h e system t o 
change from one s t a t e t o ano the r ( e . , g . , po in t 1 t o po in t 2 in Figure 18) 
i s t o cons ider t h e o r i g i n a l d e f i n i t i o n 
de 1 de ,,_, * 
V = _ ~ = "ST " (51J 
dT GO dt K 
o 
Therefore 




Figure 17(a) o .Numerical Evaluation of f(e) for Use 
in Equation (50)° 
Figure 17(b)o Numerical Use of the Graphical 
Construction for ( --̂  ) „ 
v de 
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1 / de \ 




Figure 18. Example of a Pliase Trajectory* 
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The t ime requi red for t h e ins tan taneous v o l t a g e t o change from e t o e 
(corresponding t o po in t s 1 and 2 in. Figure 18) i s then given by 
e 2 
t n o = -T- / - de . (53) 
1-2 w / v w v 
o J e 
The integrand — is plotted as a function of e, and the integral is 
given by the area under the curve between the limits of e, and ep» The 
procedure is then repeated and the construction continued until the desired 
portion of the instantaneous waveshape is obtained. 
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CHAPTER I I I 
INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURE 
Approach t o t h e P rob lem 
Method of S o l u t i o n 
An a c c u r a t e s o l u t i o n o f a n y n o n l i n e a r d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n b y 
n u m e r i c a l p h a s e - p l a n e a n a l y s i s i s , , a t "bes t , a l a b o r i o u s p r o c e d u r e . For 
t h i s r e a s o n , a s o l u t i o n i s somet imes o b t a i n e d w i t h an a n a l o g c o m p u t e r . 
T h i s method i s e s p e c i a l l y c o n v e n i e n t s i n c e t h e compute r c a n u s u a l l y "be 
programmed t o p l o t t h e p h a s e - p l a n e t r a j e c t o r i e s and t h e t i m e - v a r y i n g wave-
form s i m u l t a n e o u s l y * . A u n i q u e f e a t u r e of t h e compute r s o l u t i o n i s t h a t 
t h e t i m e r e q u i r e d t o make changes i n t h e p rog ram c o r r e s p o n d i n g t o c h a n g e s 
i n t h e c i r c u i t p a r a m e t e r s of t h e o s c i l l a t o r i s n e g l i g i b l e when compared 
t o t h e t i m e r e q u i r e d t o m a n u a l l y r e c o n s t r u c t t h e p h a s e - p l a n e t r a j e c t o r i e s 
and t i m e - v a r y i n g w a v e f o r m s . The compute r can t h u s b e used t o d e t e r m i n e 
t h e r o l e o f e a c h p a r a m e t e r i n t h e t o t a l s o l u t i o n f o r t h e o u t p u t waveshape 
of t h e o s c i l l a t o r . 
Because t h e compute r i s more a c c u r a t e t h a n a manua l s o l u t i o n , , 
and new s o l u t i o n s a r e o b t a i n e d i n a c o m p a r a t i v e l y s h o r t t i m e , t h i s 
a p p r o a c h t o t h e p r o b l e m was u s e d . 
F u n c t i o n G e n e r a t o r 
The f i r s t p r o b l e m i n programming e q u a t i o n (39 ) °& t h e a n a l o g com-
p u t e r i s t h e c o n s t r u c t i o n o f a n o n l i n e a r f u n c t i o n g e n e r a t o r w h i c h w i l l 
r e p r e s e n t t h e f u n c t i o n f ( e ) . A b a s i c c i r c u i t - w h i c h i l l u s t r a t e s t h e 





E =* K F(E) 
o x 
^WV 
R l I 
Figure 19. Basic Function Generator. 
E. is reduced to the proper level by amplifier 1, and since point A is 
held at virtual ground by the high gain of operational amplifier 2., the 
voltage E appears across the tunnel diode. The diode will then draw a 
current I = F(E) which produces an output from amplifier 2 proportional 
to the diode characteristic F(E). 
Because of the inherent instabili ty of the tunnel diode when 
biased in the region of negative resistance, a practical form of the 
function generator requires that the tunnel diode be stabilized by shunt-
ing it with a resistance. The value of the resistance to be used must be 
found by considering the equivalent circuit of the parallel combination 
of the diode and resistor shown in Figure 20. The driving point impe-
dance, Z(s), is 
Z(s) = 
R 
R GA 1 - R G, 
2 , s d v . / s dv 
8 + (1T " C- ) s + (TTC- ] 
s d s d 0 R + R G~ 1 - (R TTJOl 
^(V-^-^T^ 
s d s d 
(5*0 
If the network is to be non-oecillatory, then Z(s) :must be sta-
ble which requires that a l l i ts poles and..zeros "fall in the left-
half s -plane. This requires that R fall in the range corresponding 
t o 
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W V roY\ 
Z ( s ) 
o—. 
R 
Figure 20 . Equivalent C i r c u i t of P a r a l l e l Combination 
L -zr- < R + R 
s C, s p 55) 
P 
For the diodes used, an R of 100 ohms is a suitable value so 
' P 
t h a t t h e p a r a l l e l combination of R and t h e diode i s s t a b l e and a t t h e 
P 
same time the impedance of the combination is high enough to avoid exces> 
sive current drain from the operational amplifier. The resistance R 
must be mounted as close as is physically possible to the diode in order 
to keep the parasitic circuit parameters at a minimum. After the addi-
tion of R , a stabilized E-I characteristic is obtained as shown in Figure 
P 
2 1 . 
I ii Overa l l S tab le 
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the 
S t a b i l i z i n g Res i s to r 
/ 
Tunnel Diode 
C h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
E 
Figure 2 1 . S t a b i l i z e d E- I C h a r a c t e r i s t i c of t h e 
P a r a l l e l Combination. 
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An output which i s p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e a c t u a l diode c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
F(E) i s then obtained by s u b t r a c t i n g t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of t h e s t a b i l i -
zing r e s i s t o r from t h e overal l , c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of Figure 2 1 , 
The r e s u l t i n g fun.ct.ion gene ra to r i s shown in Figure 2 2 , and i t s 
ope ra t ion may be descr ibed as follows i Since po in t A i s held a t v i r t u a l . 
ground, t h e vo l t age E appears ac ro s s t he p a r a l l e l combination of t h e 100 
ft r e s i s t o r and t h e t unne l d iode . The cu r r en t drawn by t h e combination 
c o n s i s t s of t h e diode c u r r e n t , F (E) , and t h e c u r r e n t in t h e r e s i s t o r , 
•p 
( y-s-rr ) . Assuming i d e a l o p e r a t i o n a l a m p l i f i e r s , t h i s t o t a l cu r r en t flows 
through t h e 5000 ohm feedback r e s i s t a n c e around a m p l i f i e r 2 so t h a t t he 
output v o l t a g e of t h a t a m p l i f i e r i s 
E = 5000 F(E) + E 
100 
(56) 
The vo l t age E i s then fed t o t h e s ign-changer of a m p l i f i e r 3 so t h a t 
i t s output i s 
E, - - 5000 
3 
F(E) + E 
100 
(57) 
By i n s p e c t i o n , t h e output of a m p l i f i e r k i s 
E, = 5000 E 100 (58) 
The voltages E_, and E. are then fed to the summing amplifier 5 whose 
3 ^ 
output is 
E Q - - (E5 + Ek) 
5000 F(E) - 50E + 50E (59) 
100 0 
rVvVi 










Figure 2 2 . Modified Function Genera tor . 
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Therefore, the output of the c i r cu i t is 
E = 5000 F(E) , (60) 
which is the desired result. 
The feedback resistance around amplifiers 2 and 4 was chosen so 
that the effective gain of 2 and 4 is not so high that small disturbances 
will cause these amplifiers to saturate. The overall circuit may then be 
calibrated by replacing the tunnel diode by a precision resistor., Since 
the output is 5000 F(E), a.nd the 1N2940 diode has a typical peak current 
of 1 ma over the range of interest, the circuit produces a peak output of 
5 volts. An example of the function generator output is shown in Figure 
23. 
The circuit of Figure 22 is actually not a function generator in 
the true sense of the phrase. Rather, it is a characteristic generator 
since it gives the characteristic of the diode with respect to the true 
origin. The function generator required is one which produces an output 
as shown in Figure 15. The origin of the coordinates must be movable and 
the output must be zero at that point. 
The circuit of Figure 22 is easily modified so that it is a true 
function generator. Consider the situation depicted by Figure 24. The 
origin of the function f(e) is to be fixed at the bias voltage E . At 
this point the quiescent current is I-. , and the output of the character-
istic generator is then 5000 I-, volts. The circuit of Figure 22 may be 
modified by adding an additional DC input to amplifier 1 so that any bias 
voltage E may be chosen for the coordinates. The DC output voltage, 
5000 I , is then eliminated by feeding a DC voltage of the proper magnitude 
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Figure 2k*. Derivation of the Function f(e). 
and polarity to the input of the summing amplifier 5 so as to cancel the 
signal at the output. 
The true function generator is shown in. Figure 25 , and its output 
is proportional to the true f(e) of Figure 15, The origin of f(e) may be 
chosen at any point on the diode characteristic, and the output may be 
adjusted to zero at that point, 
Computer Solution 
Final Machine Equation 
The final machine equation is obtained by integrating equation (39) 
which yields 
de , R 1 
dt + L e + LG 
1 B 
e dt + ~ f(e) + ~ / f(e) dt = (61) 
The unsealed block diagram of the computer solution to equation (6l) is 
shown in Figure 26 <. The details of the scaled program are contained in 
Appendix B. 
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Figure 26 . Unsealed Computer Solu t ion of Equation (61) vo 
ko 
Method of Recording Computer Data 
The outputs of a m p l i f i e r s A and B of Figure 26 were used t o d r i v e 
a Moseley Autograph X-Y Recorder which t r aced out t h e phase-p lane t r a j e c -
t o r y from t h e i n i t i a l cond i t ion t o t h e l i m i t c y c l e . The output of ampl i -
f i e r B was a l s o fed t o one channel of a Sanborn Recorder which t r a c e d out 
t he t ime-va ry ing waveform s imul t aneous ly . An example of t he computer 
s o l u t i o n recorded in t h i s manner i s shown in Figure 2 7 . 
D e f i n i t i o n of C i r c u i t Parameters 
The c i r c u i t parameters which were va r i ed a r e now defined in terms 
of t h e parameters of t h e t ank c i r c u i t shown in Figure 2 8 . 
In t h e s i n u s o i d a l - s t e a d y - s t a b e , t h e impedance of t h e t ank c i r c u i t 
a t resonance i s 
Z - \ ( \ ) . (62) 
At this point, it is useful to assign base values to the parameters of 
equation (62) so that 
\ = \ < \ > > «&> 
where t h e s u b s c r i p t b i n d i c a t e s base values. . The impedance l e v e l of 
t he c i r c u i t for a l l f u r t h e r a n a l y s i s i s now defined in terms of t he r a t i o 
IL/C,. I f t h e s u b s t i t u t i o n s 
L - K ^ , (6k) 
C = Cb/Kz , (65) 
kl 
1 de / \ 
v = 7T XT (rav) 
(mv) 
Figure 27(a). Computer Solution for the Phase 
Trajectory. 
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Figure 28. Tank Circuit. 
and 
R = *b {66) 
are made in equation {62), then the impedance may be written in general 
as 
Z = 1 (K2 ̂  ) = K2 (J^-) = K2 (Zj 
R, z C J z VR, C ' z v DX Kb V 
(67) 
The def in i t ion of equation (67) is useful since the value of the dimen-
sionless factor K sets the impedance level of the c i r cu i t with respect 
to the base value ZL. 
For the purpose of ana lys i s , the Q of the c i r cu i t is defined as 
A co L 
A o 






Again, i t is useful to make use of a def in i t ion in terms of base values, 
so tha t 
^ 
^ = V (70) 
r e p r e s e n t s t h e base va lue of t h e c i r c u i t Q. The parameter Q may now be 
w r i t t e n in a gene ra l form. S u b s t i t u t i o n of equa t ions (6k) and (65) in 
equat ion (68) t o g e t h e r wi th t h e r e l a t i o n 
R K R r D (71) 
y i e l d s 




T T < » b (72) 
This gene ra l r e l a t i o n for Q i s a use fu l form s ince i t shows e x p l i c i t l y 
t h e e f f e c t of t h e impedance l e v e l on t h e c i r c u i t Q and a t t h e same t ime 
al lows t h e Q t o be va r i ed by means of t h e d imensionless f a c t o r K even 
though t h e impedance l e v e l , a s de f ined , may be held c o n s t a n t . 
Va r i a t i on of t h e C i r c u i t Parameters 
Rewrit ing equat ion (6 l ) in terms of t h e base va lues R . L , , C, 
and t h e v a r i a b l e f a c t o r s K and K y i e l d s 
z r J 
de r b 1 
M hhe ¥1 
n K K R n 
/ e d t + - ^ f ( e ) + T£^H / f ( e ) d t = 0, (73) 
Varying t h e impedance l e v e l and c i r c u i t Q changes some of t h e c o e f f i -
c i e n t s in equat ion (73) which demands t h a t changes be made in t h e computer 
2 
program. For t h i s r e a s o n , t he impedance l e v e l and c i r c u i t Q a r e not 
For t h e d e t a i l s of t h e s c a l i n g procedure and method of changing 
the program, t h e reader i s r e f e r r e d t o Appendix B. 
kk 
e a s i l y va r ied in. a continuous manner. Since b i a s i s changed in t h e func-
t i o n gene ra to r simply by changing t h e s e t t i n g of a po t en t i ome te r , i t may 
be va r i ed smoothly. The da ta were taken under t h e s e cond i t ions by p icking 
K and Q (which f ixes K ) in s t eps and then vary ing t h e b ias between t h e z r 
l i m i t s of o s c i l l a t i o n . 
The da t a were taken s y s t e m a t i c a l l y through the use of a t h r e e -
dimensional model as shown in Figure 2 9 . In Figure 2 9 , t h e impedance l e v e l 
has been f i x e d , fo r example, a t K = 2 and K picked through t h e use of 
equat ion (72) so t h a t Q = 2GL , The b i a s range over which o s c i l l a t i o n s 
occurred and s o l u t i o n s were ob ta ined i s i nd ica t ed by t h e heavy l i n e AB. 
This process was then repea ted for d i f f e r e n t va lues of K and Q and data 
taken over t he t h r ee -d imens iona l space shown in Figure 29 . 
A ^ ' ! 
~* 
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Figure 29. Three Dimensional Model Used to 




Near -S inuso ida l O s c i l l a t i o n s 
General Approach 
In t h e fol lowing s e c t i o n s t h e exper imenta l r e s u l t s for t h e nea r -
s i n u s o i d a l mode of c i r c u i t ope ra t i on a r e d i scussed from va r ious po in t s 
of view. As stated, in Chapter 1, t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of t h e c i r c u i t behav-
i o r which i s of g r e a t e s t i n t e r e s t i s t h e waveshape of t h e s t e a d y - s t a t e 
output v o l t a g e . 
The o b j e c t i v e of t h i s chapter i s t o cons ider s e p a r a t e l y each of 
t h e c i r c u i t parameters and i t s in f luence on the output waveshape. To 
exp la in t h e r o l e of each c i r c u i t parameter in the d i s t o r t i o n of t h e wave-
shape, va r ious h e u r i s t i c t echn iques a r e used . Among t h e s e a r e t h e q u a s i -
l i n e a r a n a l y s i s p resen ted e a r l i e r , load l i n e t e c h n i q u e s , and a cons ide ra -
t i o n of t h e assymmetry of t h e d iode c h a r a c t e r i s t i c . An e f f o r t i s made t o 
show t h e in f luence of each c i r c u i t parameter on t h e output waveshape by 
more than one approach . F i n a l l y , t h e o v e r a l l e f f ec t of t h e c i r c u i t param-
e t e r s when a l l t h r e e parameters a r e va r i ed s imul taneous ly i s d ispussed 
from t h e sys tem-root po in t of view. 
Quasi -Linear Cons idera t ions 
The r e s u l t s of t h e n e a r - s i n u s o i d a l case can be reviewed in terms 
of t h e q u a s i - l i n e a r a n a l y s i s g iven in Chapter I I . In terms of t h e base 
values of t h e c i r c u i t parameters i n e q u a l i t y ( 3 6 ) , which de f ines nea r -
s i n u s o i d a l o p e r a t i o n , becomes 
K 




K K o /CL 
? 
(GJ< a< ' ( a j + ^ n L S 
K2 K 
(75) 
where G, i s t h e base value of t h e equ iva len t shunt conductance of t h e 
tank c i r c u i t and i s expressed as 
a V; \ (76) 
The region of interest, as shown in Figure ^0, is the band defined by 
inequality (75) where near-sinusoidal oscillations are present. From 
Figure 30, the allowable range of external conductance may be found. 
Assuming that the diode is biased in its most linear region, where 
G, = (G,) . .* the threshold of oscillation occurs at point A, where d v d max' ' 
G = G = (Gj 
max v d max 
(77) 
The lowest pe rmis s ib l e va lue of G occurs a t poin t B where 
(G, ) = G . + 2 
^ d'max mm L * 
(78) 
The a l lowable range of v a r i a t i o n in G i s then 
AG = G _ G . .«=• ( G j 
max mm N d max 
- 2lfc 







Point of Perfect 
Sinusoidal 
Oscil lat ions 
External Tank 
Conductance 
» - G 
min max 
Figure 30. Allowable Range of Variation in External Tank 
Conductance for Near-Sinusoidal Osc i l l a t ions . 
In terms of base values , equation (79) becomes 
AG (80) 
The height of the band defining near-sinusoidal osc i l l a t ions (the l ine 
segment 0D in Figure 30) may be expressed as 
0D f- (81) 
With the aid of t h i s quas i - l inear ana lys i s , the effects of the 
different c i r cu i t parameters may now be in terpre ted . 
Impedance Level Variable, Q, and Bias Fixed 
Equations (80) and (8l) show exp l i c i t l y tha t the allowable va r i -
kQ 
at ion in the external conductance and the width of the region defining 
near-sinusoidal oscillations are inversely proportional to K . This 
indicates that lowering the impedance level (decreasing Kz) increases the 
— , , . ^ ^ .—_ 
allowable range of operating points, and makes the operation of the cir-
cuit less critical. 
An example of the improvement in waveshape which may be obtained 
by lowering the impedance level is shown by Figures 31 an(^ 32° In both 
of these cases, the bias is held at 125 mv, (so that G, ~ G, = 6.6 mU) ' ' v d d max / 
and the constant K selected so that Q = 1/2 Qu • 
Even though the waveshape of Figure 31 qualifies via inequality (75) 
as being near-sinusoIda1, the troughs of the wave are skewed, and the 
limit cycle is distorted due to the rapid changes in slope during the 
negative-going half cycle. The waveshape and limit cycle of Figure 32 
show the effect of lowering the impedance level: The skewing in the 
troughs is considerably reduced, and the changes in the slope of the 
waveform are less abrupt as shown by the smoother limit cycle. 
The effect of lowering K can also be shown with the aid of 
simple load line constructions on the diode characteristic. In terms 
of the base values of the circuit parameters, the equivalent shunt con-
ductance of the tank circuit is 
K R C, K 
z z 





Figure 31(a). Phase Trajectory for K = 1, 
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Figure 31(b). Instantaneous 
Waveform for K = 1, K = 2 , 
(Q = 1/2 Q^j and Bias - 125 mv. 
wm 
V: 150 mv/cm. H: 0.2 usec/e 
Figure 31(c). Output of Proto-
type Oscillator for K = 1., 
Kr = 2, (Q = 1/2 Q ) ind Bias 




Figure 32(a). Phase Trajectory for K = l/2, 
K = 1, (Q = 1/2 a ) and Bias = 125 mv. 
(mv) 
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» > " ~ J 
V 150 mv/cm. H: 0.2 u sec/err m 
Figure 32(b). Instantaneous 
Waveform for K = l/2, K = 1, 
(Q = l/2 Q ) and Bias = I25 mv 
Figure 32(c). Output of Proto-
type Oscillator for K,T = l/2, 
K, = 1, (Q = 1/2 Q, ) and Bias 
= I.25 mv. 
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G = 
n _./a~ K ^/cr 
JL1 Li. r _£ R w_i. i 
K ULK K ^) UL J 
z T H D Z V D 
(83) 
The dynamic load l i n e , of slope -G, is shown superimposed on the diode 
charac te r i s t i c in Figure 33. 
Decreasing K_ 
Dynamic Load Line 
of Slope - G. 
Figure 33* Effect of K on Dynamic Load Line for 
Fixed Bias and Constant Q. 
For near-sinusoidal operation, as discussed e a r l i e r , the dynamic load 
l ine should be very nearly tangent to the diode charac te r i s t i c at the 
bias point . From equation (82), i t is apparent that a decrease in K 
w i l l cause an increase in the magnitude of G and thus bring the load 
l ine nearer to tangency with the diode c h a r a c t e r i s t i c . Changing K alone, 
however, w i l l also cause the c i r cu i t Q to change, in accordance with the 
or iginal def in i t ion of Q. Equation (83) shows t h a t , because K appears 
to the second power in the expression for G, i t is possible to vary K 
in such a manner as to hold the c i r cu i t Q constant in the face of changes 
!>2 
in the impedance level. It is therefore possible to hold the bias and 
circuit Q constant and still effect an improvement in the waveshape by 
lowering the impedance level. 
Q Variable, Bias and Impedance Level. Fixed 
The effect of changing the circuit Q while holding the bias and 
impedance level fixed can be seen with the aid of inequality (75)° An 
increase of K will cause the left side of inequality (75) "to approach an 
equality. Thus it is possible to increase K until 
K 
-§ l\) m Gd . (80 
z 
If the condition indicated by equation (84) is fulfilled, the equivalent 
shunt conductance of the tank circuit takes on its maximum allowable value, 
corresponding to point A in Figure 30, and ideally the waveshape is a per-
fect sinusoid. Since an increase in K corresponds to a decrease in the 
circuit Q, it is obvious that for fixed bias and impedance level, the 
waveshape is Improved by lowering the circuit Q° 
An example of the improvement in the waveshape which may be obtained 
by lowering the circuit Q is shown by Figures 3^ and 35» I°- both of 
these cases, the bias is fixed at 125/ m v , and K is unity. In Figure j4, 
the waveshape is skewed in the troughs, and the limit cycle possesses 
the corresponding distortions. In Figure 35, the Q has been reduced by 
a factor of 50. The waveshape is much closer to being sinusoidal, and 
the limit cycle is approaching an ellipse. 
The effect of the circuit Q on the operation of the circuit can 




Figure 3^(a)• Phase Trajectory for K, = 1 , K,= 1, 
(Q = Q^) and Bias = 12? mv. 
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Figure 3^-(b). Instantaneous Waveform for K = 1, 
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Figure 35(a). Phase Trajectory for K =. 1, K = 50, 
(Q = 1/50 Q^), and Bias = 125 mv. 
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U- 1 usee .-̂ J 
Figure 35(t>). Instantaneous Waveform for Kz = 1, 
Kr = 50, (Q = 1/50 Q b), and Bias = 
125 mv. 
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shows that the slope of the dynamic load line is inversely proportional 
to the circuit Q. Therefore, if the Q is lowered by an increase in K , 
the magnitude of the slope will increase and, as shown in Figure 36, the 
dynamic load Line will rotate closer to tangency with the diode charac-
teristic o 
Decreasing Q 
(increasing K ) 
Dynamic Load Line of 
K 
Slope - G * g (G ) 
Figure 36» Effect of Circuit Q on Dynamic Load Line for 
Fixed Bias and Impedance Level« 
In the light of inequality (75)> equation (83) and Figures ^k, 
35 .> and 36, it is therefore possible to hold the bias and impedance level 
fixed and effect an. improvement in the waveshape by lowering the cir-
cuit Q0 
Bias Variable^ Impedance Level and Q Fixed 
In the preceding analysis, it has been assumed that the incremental 
conductance of the diode is essentially constant throughout the dynamic 
range of the operating point* The range for which this is true is very 
limited, even for small amplitudes of oscillation, as shown in Figure 37. 
The preceding analysis is most accurate when the bias is chosen near the 
"Grl (nu) 
E(mv) 
- 4 r a 
-6 .6=- (G, ) . 
d n&x 




center of the linear region to allow for approximately equal voltage 
swings of the instantaneous operating point. 
The most obvious effect the bias point can have on the circuit 
operation is whether or not it meets the conditions for self-starting 
and sustained oscillations «> As previously discussed, for the circuit 
to be self-starting, it must be true that 
Gd > | <%) • (85) 
Z 
It is obvious, then, that for a fixed value of K and K there is a 3 •> z r 
fixed range of bias points which allow self-starting and sustained oscil-
lations. The allowable range of bias points for different combinations 
of K and K is shown .in. Figure 380 
The information contained in. Figure 38 may also be interpreted in, 
the light of the load line constructions given earlier. For a fixed value 
of K and K , the magnitude of the slope of the dynamic load line is fixed 
As shown in Figure 39, changing the bias point will then shift the load 
line on the diode characteristic <, At points 1 and 2, G is greater than 
G, and the oscillator is self-starting. At point 3, G is less than G, 
and the oscillator is not self-starting„ The points h and 5 correspond 
to the threshold condition where the slope of the dynamic load line is 
just equal to that of the diode characteristic The points shown in 
Figure 39 are also labeled in Figure 38 as an example for the case cor-
responding to a load line where K - 1/k and K = 2. 
Inspection of Figures 38 and 39 shows that, as the slope of the 
dynamic load line is increased so that i t approaches the maximum slope 
-Gd(mU) 
«^,K flA;^!^^ =1 
'Kz=iA,Kr=3.5;Kz=i,Kr=56 
Figure 38. Allowable Range of Bias Points for 




Figure 39. Various Bias Points for a Given 
Dynamic Load Line. 
of the diode c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , the threshold points k and 5 move closer 
together with point 5 laoving the greater distance due to the asymmetry 
of the cha rac t e r i s t i c . The possible range of bias values for self-
s t a r t ing conditions thus decreases with an increase in the slope of the 
dynamic load l i n e . 
Another aspect of the effect of the bias on the c i r cu i t operation 
is i t s role in the d i s to r t ion of the waveshape. 
One form of d i s t o r t i o n , as shown in e a r l i e r sec t ions , i s a skewing 
effect in the troughs of the waveform. This skewing of the troughs may 
be explained heur i s t i ca l ly by the following 1 The equivalent c i rcu i t of 
the o s c i l l a t o r , shown in Figure k-0, may be thought of as containing a 
shunt conductance which is the composite of the diode conductance and the 
equivalent shunt conductance of the tank c i r c u i t . The volt-ampere char-
a c t e r i s t i c of t h i s composite conductance is shown in Figure hi, 
As discussed e a r l i e r , when osc i l l a t ions build up in the c i r c u i t , 
the instantaneous operating point wi l l eventually pass into a d i ss ipa t ive 
60 
Composite Conductance 
± G. G tank 
Figure 40. Equivalent Oscillator Circuit 




Figure 4.1. Composite Volt-Ampere Charac te r i s t ic . 
region of the charac te r i s t i c during some portion of the cycle. The ampli-
tude w i l l l imit when the energy lost is just equal to tha t supplied during 
a complete cycle. If the diode is biased, for example, a t point A on the 
composite charac te r i s t i c of Figure 41 , the operating point wi l l eventually 
swing into Region 1, and l imit ing w i l l occur. 
At t h i s point , i t is useful to consider the composite character is -
t i c piecewise-l inear , as shown in Figure 42, and invest igate the behavior 
of the c i r cu i t in each region,, The equation describing the c i r cu i t in 
any region is 
d e G de 1 
~ 2 + C dt + LC e " u > 
at 
where 
G = ± G, .. , + G+ . diode tank 
- * G a + ^ <V 
z 
is the composite conductance of the region in question 
Figure k2. Piecewise-Linear Composite Characteristic 
Equation (86) is of the general form 
d e n / v de 2 








Substitution of equation (87) in equation (89) yields 
(±Gd ) Kr Gb 
a • h-^- + * * < £ - > • (91) 
b z b 
The damping constant OC may be written for each of the three regions of 
the composite characteristic as 
and 
(+CL..) K G, 
ai - \ srr ^{A]> (92) 
b z b 
( - G ) K G 
a
2 - hr
 + i r ^ ) - (93) 
b Z b 
(+G ) K G 
^ b z b 
When t h e i n s t a n t a n e o u s o p e r a t i n g p o i n t i s d r i v e n i n t o Reg ion 1 , 
t h e c i r c u i t t h e n b e h a v e s a s a l o s s y p a r a l l e l GLC c i r c u i t in. a mode governed 
by t h e r e l a t i v e m a g n i t u d e s o f 0^ and GO - From t h e d i o d e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c , 
+G .. may b e a p p r o x i m a t e d a s +20 a 'J . S u b s t i t u t i o n o f n u m e r i c a l v a l u e s i n 
e q u a t i o n ( 92 ) y i e l d s 
fi K 6 
an - K„(+5-7 x 10°) + ~ (0„033 x 10°). (95 
2 
For K = K = 1 , 
z r ' 
a becomes ^ = +5-733x10 . (96) 
The constant w is o 
63 
w 
VLC y i y 
- 6.16 x io6* (97) 
Since a < w the c i r cu i t operates in. Region 1 in the underdamped mode 
with posi t ive damping, and the output i s of the form 
e ^ t ) - Ae 
- a t 
sia O x t + 0) , (98) 
where 
Pi - i^7^ (99) 
Equations (98) and (99) may now be used to explain the skewing effect 
previously encountered.. Since the damped frequency (3-. is less than the 
frequency w , the waveform will "spread" in frequency when the operating 
point moves into Region 1. This situation is illustrated in Figure k^>. 
Figure kjo Skew Distortion of Output Waveshape 
The point P in Figure kj represents the point at which the operating 
6k 
point moves back Into Region 2 and the c i r cu i t changes i t s mode of oper-
at ion to that of a negative resis tance o s c i l l a t o r . 
Before proceeding with the discussion of the .influence of the bias 
point on the waveshape, i t is in teres t ing to re-examine some of the ear-
l i e r conclusions on the effects of impedance level and c i r cu i t Q on the 
d i s to r t ion of the waveshape„ Figures 3± and 32 i l l u s t r a t e the effect of 
lowering the impedance level with Q. held constant. For Figure 31 , the 
damping constant in Region 1 is 
( « 1 ) 5 1 = 5.766 x 10
D , (100) 
while in Figure 32 the damping constant for Region 1 is 
( % ) 3 2 = 2.916 x 10
6 . (101) 
From equation (99)> i"t is obvious that 
(v52 =fT
7^5> ^-i%~- {a& • (l02) 
In other words, lowering the impedance level has made ((3-, ) ~ clospr to 
the natural frequency, w , than is ((3 ) „ Hence, for the lower impedance 
level, the "spread" in frequency is reduced, and the operating point may 
be thought of as spending less time in Region 1 thereby reducing the skew-
ing effect. Figures 3̂- and 35 illustrate the effects of lowering the 
circuit.Q while holding the impedance level constant. For Figure ^k- the 
damping constant in Region 1 is 
( o ^ - 5-7.33 x 106 , (103) 
while in Figure 35, the damping constant is 
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(a±)^ = 7-55 x 1.0
6 . (K*) 
In this case, lowering Q (increasing K ) causes the "spread" in fre-
r 
quency to increase since 
CPl)55 - Y ^ "
( a l ) 3 5 < ( P l ^ " ^ " ^ ' ( 1° 5 ) 
It must be remembered, however, that the waveshape in Region 1 is a 
damped sinusoid, and the damping constant (0L ),_ is greater than (QL ) . „ 
— L 55 L y\ 
That is, lowering the circuit Q causes the damped frequency to decrease 
but the damping constant is increased. This has the effect of causing the 
voltage to decay toward Region 2 at a more rapid rate. Thus, the opera-
ting point spends less time in Region 1, and the skewing effect is reduced,, 
The effect of the bias point on the distortion of the waveshape 
can be approached by a consideration of the energy balance in the circuit. 
Thus far, it has been assumed that the waveform is limited only by Region 
1 of the composite characteristic. If the bias point is moved toward the 
valley of the characteristic, the instantaneous operating point may enter 
both Region 1 and Region 3 before steady state limiting occurs0 How far 
into these disslpative regions it goes depends of course on the amount 
of energy stored in the reactive elements during the cycle. The ampli-
tude limits when the energy dissipated is just equal to that stored over 
a complete cycle. 
Since the composite characteristic of Figure kl is asymmetrical as 
well as nonlinear, the degree of limiting in Regions 1 and 3 will be dif-
ferent . For small excursions outside of Region 2, the waveshape will ex-
perience rather abrupt limiting in Region 1, since the incremental con-
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ductance changes sharply from -G to +G . The degree of limiting offered 
by Region 3 depends more on the amplitude of the waveform than in Region 
1. Passing from Region .2 to Region 3, the incremental conductance changes 
slowly from -G to +G . For small excursions into Region 3> the incre-
mental conductance is small and approaches that of Region 1 only if the 
excursion into Region 3 is sufficiently large. 
When the instantaneous operating point is driven into Region 3, 
the waveshape experiences a distortion of its peaks much like that asso-
ciated with its troughs and Region 10 Since the limiting in Region 3 is 
relatively gentle compared to that of Region 1, the distortion of the 
peaks is much less objectionable for equal excursions into both, regions. 
Because the composite characteristic is asymmetrical, the amplitude of 
oscillation does not reach a maximum when the bias point is selected in 
the most linear region. The reason for this is the fact that the limiting 
is asymmetricalo If the bias is fixed at point A of Figure 41, the ampli-
tude will build up until the operating point encounters Region 1 and 
limiting occurs. If the bias point is moved to point B, the amplitude 
must reach a higher level before sufficient limiting occurs to invoke 
the steady state, and Region 3 begins to take a small part in the over-
all limiting action. If, however, the bias point is moved further into 
the valley of the composite characteristic, say to point C of Figure 41, 
the amplitude will increase even further. This is due to the fact that 
as the oscillations build up, the initial amount of dissipation in Region 
3 is too small to effect limiting, and the amplitude must increase even 
further. It will, eventually reach a level such that the instantaneous 
operating point will swing further into Region 3 and also into Region 1 
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in order to accomplish the net dissipation required to invoke steady 
state operation. The required excursion into Region 1 is now smaller 
than before, and the distortion of the troughs of the waveshape is 
reduced. Since the excursion into Region 3 is increased, the distortion 
of the peaks of the waveshape now becomes apparent* If the bias point 
is moved further toward the valley of the characteristic, say to point D, 
the steady state amplitude will begin to decrease. As the valley is 
approached, the incremental conductance is getting smaller and the energy 
supplied to the circuit for small amplitudes is decreasing. Hence, the 
gentle limiting of Region 3 is adequate to establish the steady state 
with no involvement of Region .1. At this stage, the distortion of the 
waveshape is almost entirely in the peaks. 
An example showing this sequence of bias points and the associated 
waveshapes is given by Figures kk through k'J <, 
Overall Effect of the Circuit Parameters 
The overall effect of the circuit parameters on the waveshape 
for the case of near-sinusoidal oscillations can be summarized with the 
aid of equation (29) of Chapter II. Thus far, it has been noted that the 
waveshape is improved by° 
(a) Lowering the impedance level (decreasing K ), when the 
circuit Q (K /K ratio) and bias point (value of G ) are 
fixed * ' 
(b) Lowering the circuit Q (increasing K ) when the impedance 
level (K ) and bias (G ) are fixed. 
(c) Increasing the bias (decreasing the magnitude of G,) when 
the impedance level and circuit Q are fixed. 




Figure M^-(a). Phase Trajectory for Kz = 1/2, 
K^ = 10, and Bias Point A = 100 mv 
p-1 u-sec .-̂ -| 
Figure ^U(b). Instantaneous Waveform for K, = l/2 
Kr = 10, and. Bias Point A = 100 mv. 
v(nrv) 
Figure 45(a). Phase Trajectory for K z = l/2, 
K = 1 0 , and Bias Point B = l80 rav 
r ; 
e(mv) 
^— 1 u s e e . - J 
F igure ^ 5 ( b ) . Ins tan taneous V/aveforra for Kz = l / 2 , 




Figure k6(&). Phase Trajectory for K = l/2, 
K^ = 10, and Bias Point C = 250 mv 
e(iw) 3°°" i : : ••] ; /~\ :::i/"V: 
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Figure ^6(b). Instantaneous Waveform for Kz = l/2, 
K^ = 10, and Bias Point C = 250 mv / 
Figure kl(a). Phase Trajectory for K2 = l/2, 
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Figure 47(b), Instantaneous Waveform for Kz = l/2, 
K =10, and Bias Point D = 300 mv. 
r 
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a = - ~ (G - Gd) . (106) 
The term in parentheses is expressible as 
( G . O a ) - ^ ( G b ) - G a 
Z 
Z Z 
For growing osc i l l a t ions i t must be t rue that 
aa>T- <IT >Gb > < 1 0 8 ) 
Z Z 
and the limiting case of ideal sinusoidal oscillations is reached when 
Gd • T- ( T- > % • (109) 
z z 
Inspection of inequali ty (108) shows that an improvement of the wave-
shape by ( a ) , (b ) , or (c) as stated above amounts to the same thing in 
terms of the system behavior° making the rea l part of the system roots 
approach zero. In other words, steps ( a ) , (b ) , or (c) resu l t in making 
inequali ty (108) approach the equal i ty in equation (109) thereby moving 
the system, roots nearer to the j co-ax is and the system behavior closer to 
sinusoidal in the steady state„ 
If the desired sinusoidal waveshape is approached, from the system 
root standpoint, the required re la t ionship between the c i r cu i t parameters 
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may be found. By way of example, i t i s assumed t h a t t h e b i a s i s f ixed in 
the most l i n e a r reg ion (125 mv ') s o t h a t t h e incrementa l conductance of 
t h e diode i s (G,) » The r e l a t i o n between K and K i s then found from x d max r z 
equat ion (109) . For t h e base va lues of t h e c i r c u i t parameters and 
(G ) = 6.6 mo% equat ion (109) becomes 
u. max 
K 
-4 = 56*5 , (110) 
z 
and this represents the threshold condition of perfect sinusoidal oscil-
lat ions. 
Examples of the near-sinusoidal response are shown in Figures 48 
and 49. Figure 48 represents the case where K = 1, and equation (110) 
says the threshold value of K is 56 °5- The constant K was adjusted to 
56 for Figure 48. Figure 49 represents a case where the circuit has 
been made less critical by lowering K to 1 h„ Equation (110) says the 
threshold value of K is then 3*53° The constant K was adjusted to Jo^ 
for Figure 49* The improvement in the waveshape is evident from the fact 
that lowering the impedance level has made the limit cycle of Figure 49 
almost a perfect circle„ 
Re laxat ion Qs c illat ions 
A detailed analysis of the circuit operation in a relaxation mode 
is beyond the scope of this work. It is interesting, however, to cite an 
example of relaxation oscillations and point out some of the eccentri-
cities associated with this mode of circuit behavior. 




Figure 40(a). Phase Trajectory for K = 1 ; 
K = 56, and Bias = 125 mv. 
'(mv) 
|— 1 HJ 
Figure 40(b) Instantaneous Wavefonr. for Kz 




Figure U9(a). Phase Trajectory for Kz = l/k, 
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Figure ^9(b). Instantaneous Waveform for L = l/h, 
K =3.5, and Bias = 125 mv." 
Figure 50(a). Phase Trajectory for Kz = 3 , 
K =135, and Bias = 125 nv. 
r ' 
:(nv) 
P"~ 1 usee ;—j 
Figure 50(b). Instantaneous Waveform for K2 == 3, 
K = 135, and Bias = 125 mv. 
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on values such that 
Gd > G , (111) 
and 
^ < (G - G d )
2 , (112) 
the circuit will operate as a relaxation oscillator„ 
An example of such a case is shown in Figure 50 where the bias is 
fixed at 125 mv so that G, = (G,) ?= 6 °6 mo\ K = 3 and K = 135« The 
d v d max 3 z r ~^ 
o v e r a l l waveshape i s g r o s s l y n o n - s i n u s o i d a l w i t h t h e t r o u g h c h a r a c t e r i z e d 
by an almost l inear ramp, and the l imit cycle is highly dis tor ted„ The 
behavior in the trough of the waveshape can be explained with the aid of 
Figure kl and equation (9I;1 °f the preceding sect ion. In Region 1 of 
the composite cha rac t e r i s t i c the damping constant is 
a .= 18.585 x 106 „ (115) 
In this case (X > u , and the circuit operates as a lossy parallel GLC 
circuit in the overdamped mode as long as the instantaneous operating 
point remains in Region L Hence, the output, after going negative, 
will approach zero approximately as an exponential curve until the in-
stantaneous operating point moves back into Region 2 where the damping 
constant changes sign., This effect is illustrated in, Figure 51° 
In addition to this markedly nonsinusoidal behavior, it was 
noticed that in some cases the oscillator was not self-starting when 
the bias point was near the valley of the characteristic unless the ini-




Figure 51» Relaxation Oscillation, 
phenomenon which could possibly find some practical application, 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AM) CONCLUSIONS 
I t has been the purpose of t h i s invest igat ion to obtain the solu-
t ion to a nonlinear d i f f e ren t i a l equation describing a tunnel diode neg-
a t ive res is tance osci l lator . , The charac te r i s t i c of the solution upon 
which greates t a t ten t ion has been focused is the waveshape of the steady-
s t a t e output of the o s c i l l a t o r . 
Some backg round m a t e r i a l was g i v e n i n C h a p t e r I I d e s c r i b i n g t h e 
actual t e s t c i r cu i t which was used. Following t h i s there were three 
forms of l inear and quasi - l inear analysis given in order to explain the 
fundamental mechanism of a negative res is tance o s c i l l a t o r . The discus-
sion then considered the nonlinear character of the tunnel diode and the 
nonlinear d i f f e ren t i a l equation describing the o sc i l l a t o r was derived-
A graphical approach for obtaining the solution to the equation was then 
discussed with phase-plane analysis chosen as the technique to be used,, 
Since numerical phase-plane analysis is laborious and time-con-
suming, i t was decided to program the nonlinear equation on an analog 
computer. This resulted in a solution consist ing of the t r a j ec to ry in 
the phase-plane and the instantaneous waveform being presented simul-
taneously in graphical form by the computer output., 
Chapter I I I discussed the procedure and instrumentation involved 
in programming the equation on the computer in terms of phase-plane var-
iables and the design of a function generator which incorporates the tun-
nel diode i t s e l f to simulate the nonlinear function which is contained 
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in t he equa t ion . Also presented in Chapter I I I was a d e f i n i t i o n of t h e 
c i r c u i t parameters whose in f luences on t h e waveshape were t o be s tudied„ 
These parameters were: 
(a) Impedance Level , Z = K~ Z, wi th t h e cons tan t K̂  t o be 
var ied 0 
(b) The c i r c u i t Q ~ K AK Q w i th t h e cons tan t K used t o vary 
Q whi le holding t h e impedance l e v e l of t h e c i r c u i t (or K ) 
cons tan t ° 
(c) The po in t a t which t h e diode was b iased which c o n t r o l l e d t h e 
magnitude of t h e nega t i ve incrementa l conductance offered by 
t h e t unne l d iode 0 
Chapter IV p r e s e n t s t h e exper imenta l r e s u l t s obta ined from, a l a r g e 
number of s o l u t i o n s t o t h e o s c i l l a t o r equat ion for many d i f f e r e n t combin-
a t i o n s of t he c i r c u i t parameters. , The r o l e of each parameter in t h e over-
a l l c i r c u i t behavior and i t s in f luence on t h e output waveshape was d i s -
cussed wi th t h e a id of s e v e r a l q u a s i - l i n e a r t e c h n i q u e s , and an a t tempt 
was made t o explain, t h e in.fluence of each c i r c u i t parameter by more than 
one techniqueo The conc lus ions reached were t h a t t h e waveshape i s improved 
by; 
(a) Lowering t h e impedance l e v e l (dec reas ing K ) when t h e c i r c u i t 
Q (K /K r a t i o ) and b i a s po in t (magnitude of G,) a r e f ixed „ 
(b) Lowering t h e c i r c u i t Q (by inc reas ing K ) when t h e impedance 
l e v e l and b i a s a r e fixed * 
(c) Varying t h e b i a s so as t o dec rease t h e magnitude of G, when 
the impedance l e v e l and c i r c u i t Q a r e fixed„ 
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During the course of t h i s work there were simplifying assumptions 
made to f a c i l i t a t e forming a model for the o s c i l l a t o r from which the non-
l inear equation was derived. In pa r t i cu l a r , i t was assumed that the 
ser ies res is tance and inductance of the diode were neg l ig ib le . A more 
detai led analysis would have to refi-ain from t h i s assumption since in 
some cases the ser ies res is tance of the diode might be as large or larger 
than that of the co i l in the tank c i r c u i t . Also, as the frequency at 
which the tunnel diode might find appl icat ion is ra i sed , the assumption 
of negl igible ser ies inductance would be unwarranted„ 
Some in teres t ing phenomena which came to l ight during the experi-
mental work a r e : 
(a) The c i r cu i t parameters have an effect on the t rans ien t build 
up of o s c i l l a t i o n . In some cases, the s teady-s ta te amplitude 
was reached almost immediately while in others the build up 
was very slow with an almost l inear envelope.. 
(b) The osc i l l a to r is s e l f - s t a r t i n g in some cases only i f the in i -
t i a l conditions in the c i r cu i t are above some c r i t i c a l value. 
(c) The o s c i l l a t o r displayed amplitude hysteresis for some combin-
ations of the c i r cu i t parameters. 
(d) The waveshape in the re laxat ion mode can be aiade to exhibit 
an almost l inear ramp during a portion of the cycle with the 
remainder of the cycle being almost s inusoidal . 
Each of the charac te r i s t i cs mentioned above could po ten t i a l ly be 
used in p rac t i ca l appl ica t ions , and an invest igation of any one of these 
could prove both in teres t ing and useful. 
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A P P E N D I C E S 
APPENDIX A 
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TYPICAL DIODE PARAMETERS 




Typical Stat ic Character is t ic Curve and 
Equivalent Circui t . 
- G. 
Table Alo Typical Tunnel Diode Parameter Values 
Parameter 
Peak Point Current 
Valley Point Current 
Peak Point Voltage 
Valley Point Voltage 

























SCALING PROCEDURE FOR EQUATION (73) 
Choice of Base Parameter Values 
The base va lues chosen for t h e c i r c u i t parameters were those 
shown in Figure 5 of Chapter I I . Taking i n t o account t h e fac t t h a t t he 
t o t a l c a p a c i t y i s t h e sum of t he diode capac i t ance and t h e e x t e r n a l t ank 
c a p a c i t a n c e , t h e base va lues a r e 
Cb - I.755 HHf , (Bl) 
1 ^ - 1 5 Hhy , (B2) 
and 
R = 1 ohm . (B.3) 
Rewrit ing equat ion (75) in- terms of t h e base va lues y i e l d s 
| £ + ( _£ ) 6.66 x 10^ e + 58 x 10 1 2 fe d t (B4) 
-f (K7)5o7 x 10
8 f ( e ) + (K r)58 x 10
1 2 / f ( e ) d t - 0. 
Time Scal ing 
Time s c a l i n g of equat ion (B^) must t ake in to account t h e cha rac -
t e r i s t i c s of t he equipment used t o record t h e s o l u t i o n . In p a r t i c u l a r , 
t he maximum p l o t t i n g speeds of t h e X-Y recorder and Sanborn recorde r must 
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be considered i f the solution is to be plotted accurately» 
The frequency response of the Sanborn recorder is much higher than 
tha t of the Moseley Autograph X-Y recorder; therefore , if the problem is 
scaled within, the capabi l i t i es of the X-Y recorder, an accurate plot of 
the solution can be expected with both instruments. 
In recording the data for t h i s t h e s i s , i t was desi rable to obtain 
phase-plane plots which, i f perfect c i r c l e s , would be on the order of 6 
inches in maximum diameter. The l imit -cycle is then approximately 19 
inches in circumference at the maximum. Since the l imi t -cycle is t r a -
versed with each cycle of the o s c i l l a t i o n , t h i s must be used as the basis 
for the choice of time sca le . The period of osc i l l a t ion is approximately 
1 micro-secondo The maximum tracking speed of the X-Y recorder is on the 
order of 11 inches per second. The change in time scale was therefore 
chosen as 
T - 5 x 106t , (B5) 
where T indicates computer or machine-time, and t indicates ac tua l os-
c i l l a t o r time* The choice of t ime-scaling indicated in equation (B5) 
makes 5 seconds of machine-time correspond to 1 microsecond in the o sc i l -
l a to r o The l imit-cycle would then be traced out every 5 seconds, cor-
responding to a tracking speed of less than k inches per second which is 
well within the l imits of the X-Y recorder. 
Upon making the subs t i tu t ion of equation (B5) in the d i f f e ren t i a l 
equation (B4), the derivat ives and d i f fe ren t i a l s become 
at • —r—s - 5 x 106 ^ , (B6) 
Jj dT/5 x 10° 
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and 
at = — ^ - T - . (B7) 
5 x 1<? 
The t ime- sca l ed equat ion i s then 
** + ( _E ) 0.01332 e •+ I.52 J e dT (B8) 
+ (K z)l l4 f(e) + (K r)l .52 / f(e)dT = 0 
The n a t u r a l f requency, a f t e r t i m e - s e a l i n g , i s now 
% - X—r ~i— = 1.232 r t d ± a n S • (B9) 
^ T I T ? f ^ zaaclnme-see 
Amplitude Sca l ing 
Proper ampli tude s c a l i n g r e q u i r e s a knowledge of t he maximum 
va lues assumed by t h e problem v a r i a b l e and i t s d e r i v a t i v e s » Since t h e 
s o l u t i o n in t h i s case was unknown., t h e s e q u a n t i t i e s were es t imated from. 
a knowledge of t h e p h y s i c a l system under i n v e s t i g a t i o n and by t r i a l and 
e r r o r -
A p re l imina ry check of t h e o s c i l l a t o r output revea led t h a t ampl i -
tudes of a t l e a s t 220 mv could be expected„ A use fu l assumption in 
e s t i m a t i n g t h e maximum va lue of t h e d e r i v a t i v e s i s t h a t t h e output i s 
s i nuso ida l „ Since t h e r e i s no way of r u l i n g o u t , in advance, output am-
p l i t u d e s g r e a t e r than 220 mv, a conse rva t ive approximation for t h e output 
i s 
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e ( t ) = 300 s i n ( — i — ) mv (BIO) 
The maximum of t h e d e r i v a t i v e i s then 
( — ) d t 'max 
300 
l/V 
- 1850 x 10 mv/sec , (B l l ) 
and t h e maximum of t h e t ime - sca l ed d e r i v a t i v e i s 
( — ) 
dT max 
1850 x 10D = mv 
r. ~~7jo " machine-sec 
5 x 10 
(B12) 
Considering the diode characteristic,, a conservative estimate of 
the maximum value assumed by f(e) might be 0.5 ma. The estimated maxima 
of the variables in equation (B8) are then 
^dT;max 
^ 
= 370 machine-sec } 
< e W = 5°° m ' > 
and f (e ) 
max 
0*5 ma c 
(B13; 
J 
Following t h e procedure of Johnson (l l)<, i t i s convenient a t t h i s 
po in t t o de f ine a machine u n i t as 1 v o l t and t o de f ine for each v a r i a b l e 
a s c a l e f a c t o r of t he form 
A 1 machine un i t 
a = 
1 v o l t 
1 p h y s i c a l un i t 1 p h y s i c a l un i t 
(B1*0 
Multiplying each problem variable by its appropriate scale factor then 
changes the problem units to the units of volts. This method of scaling 
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i s advantageous since a l l the scale factors are numerically uni ty, and 
the machine equation remains exactly equivalent in form to tha t of the 
physical equation. 
Under t h i s scheme, the following correspondence between the prob-
lem variables and the machine variable (vol ts) is obtained? 
, mi l l ivol t n - . 
1 __ = i volt 
machine-sec 
1 mi l l ivol t « 1 volt 




This means that if the quantity ( -» ) in equation (B8) ranges between 
± 570 mv machine-sec as assumed, then the voltage on the computer which 
represents this quantity will vary between ± 370 volts. If the variable 
e varies between ± 300 mv as assumed, the voltage on the computer which 
represents this variable will range between ± 300 volts. Likewise, the 
voltage on the computer which corresponds to the function f(e) will vary 
between! 0.5 volts. 
The Berkley EASE Analogue Computer, which was used, utilizes ampli-
fiers with a dynamic range of ± 100 volts. To place the range of the 
variables within the range of the amplifier outputs, equation (B8) must 
be multiplied through by an appropriate constant or scale factor. Before 
making this step, however, it is appropriate to discuss some of the char-
acteristics of the problem at hand which influence the choice of scale 
factor. 
For high accuracy, a problem should be amplitude-sealed so that 
the amplifier outputs vary over as wide a portion of their dynamic range 
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as possible , and low output ranges are usually avoided«, In a nonlinear 
problem, as is the case here, t h i s is usually very d i f f i cu l t to achieve 
when solutions are to be obtained with many different values assigned to 
the equation coefficients., In t h i s case, i t is very d i f f i cu l t to pre-
dict (short of a graphical, solution) what effect the equation coeffi-
cients have on the range of the problem var iab les . 
Another problem which must be deal t with in the amplitude-scaling 
of equation (B8) is the re la t ive inconsistency in the magnitudes of the 
coef f ic ien ts . Relatively speaking, some are very large while others are 
very small. Coupled with the fact tha t the range of the voltage repre-
senting f(e) is very small compared with tha t of the other machine va r i -
ab les , i t is inevitable that the problem be rim with some par ts of the 
computer operating at very low voltage levels* 
This s i tua t ion is a consequence of the fact tha t the tunnel diode, 
which is a low impedance device, must operate into a p a r a l l e l resonant 
c i rcu i t of r e l a t i ve ly high imptedan.ee. This mismatch in impedance levels 
is a unique charac te r i s t i c of the problem a t hand and must be accepted 
even though i t d ic ta tes a s i tua t ion which is deemed incompatible with 
high accuracy in. a computer solut ion. 
For each value of K and K to be considered in taking data , the 
program of equation (B8) could be modified on a t r i a l basis so as to 
make the most ef f ic ient use of the amplifier ranges, but t h i s makes each 
data point effect ively a problem in i t s e l f , and the time required to run 
sufficient data would be prohib i t ive . With t h i s in mind, i t was decided 
to program equation (B8) for r e l a t i ve ly low voltage ranges, in par t i cu la r 
l imit ing the amplifiers to a range of ± 20 v o l t s . With t h i s low range, 
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the problem variables can go far beyond the or ig ina l estimates before 
the amplifiers reach the absolute maximum of ± 100 vo l t s and necessi -
tate- a, major change in the program. 
Transposing and using the dot notat ion for the time der iva t ive , 
equation (B8) may be rewrit ten as 
K n 
(e) = - ( ~ ) 0o01332(e) - I.52 / e dT (Bl6) 
- (Kz) Ilk f(e) - (Kr) 1.52 J f (e) dT . 
To l imit the amplifiers to ± 20 v o l t s , appropriate outputs would be i^~) 
c$ 1 
and (-575) • Multiplying equation (Bl6) by (1/20) yields 
K o 
(fo) = ~ ( IT ) 0-0-352 ( |g) - 1-52 / (™) dT (Si?) 
- ( K z ) i ^ f(e) - (Kp )^g§ J f(e) dT 
Under the scheme of assigning the machine va r i ab le s , as denoted by equa-
t ion (BI5) a 1 ma chan.ge in. diode current corresponds to a change of 1 
volt in the computer voltage representing f ( e ) . The function generator, 
however, has a b u i l t - i n gain factor so that a 1 ma change in diode cur-
rent ac tua l ly produces a change of 5 "volts a t the output» To conform to 
the assignment of the computer variables in equation (BI5), the output 
of the function generator is now labeled (5f ) , indicating that a 1 ma 
change in diode current produces a 5 volt change in the corresponding 
computer variable,, Making the appropriate change .in equation (B17) yields 
as the f inal form of the computer equation, 
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K e P 
W = " (1T ) °*01332 ( | Q ) - 1.52 / ( | Q ) dT (B18) 
z -̂  
- (Kz) 1..14 (5f) _ (Kr) 0.0152 J (5f) d*„ 
The detai led computer program for equation (Bl8) with K = K - 1 
JT Z 
is shown in Figure Bl. 
A word of explanation about the se t t ings of potentiometers 2 and 
6 is appropriate at t h i s point . As pointed out in the discussion of the 
function generator, the voltage fed to i t s input must be reduced to a mil-
l i v o l t level a t the tunnel diode. For instance, i f the computer var iable 
e assumes the value 300 v o l t s , the corresponding voltage applied to the 
tunnel diode must be 300 m i l l i v o l t s . If the computer var iable takes on 
a value of 300 v o l t s , then the output of amplifier k- is 15 v o l t s . The 
gain factor through amplifier 16 is l / lOj therefore , potentiometer 2 must 
be set a t 0.2 to produce a voltage of 300 mv at the tunnel diode. That 
i s 
( |g) x (Pot. No. 2) x ( ~ ) = (B19) 
15 x ij~ x —t == 300 x 10"5 = 300 mv . 
The output of amplifier 11 is (*«), but to plot the solution in. the nor-
malized phase-plane an input {v 2.0) is required for the Y-axis of the 
X-Y recorder. From the def in i t ion , 
{y . 1 4 ) . 0.812 (|g) . (B20) 




Therefore, to plot solutions in the normalized phase-plane, the output 
of amplifier 11 must be fed to a potentiometer set at 0c8l2 before being 
fed to the recorder input. 
With t h i s scaling arrangement, a value of 15 vol ts for the compu-
t e r output labeled (v/20) corresponds to a value of 300 vol ts for the 
computer variable v and, hence, a value of 300 mv for the ac tual v of the 
osc i l la tor„ Likewise, a value of 15 vol ts for the computer output labeled 
(e/20) corresponds to a value of 300 vol ts for the computer var iable e 
and, hence, a value of 300 mv for the actual o sc i l l a to r output voltage„ 
Changing the Problem Variables 
To study the effects of changing the b i a s , Q, or impedance l eve l , 
the corresponding changes must be made in the computer program of Figure 
Bio 
Changing the point a t which the diode is biased (and hence the 
origin for the function f(e) ) is very simple- Since the outputs of the 
amplifiers are metered, a l l tha t is required is that potentiometer 8 be 
adjusted un t i l the output of amplifier 16 reaches the desired bias vol t -
age. The output of amplifier 20 is then brought to zero by adjusting 
potentiometer 12. Following t h i s procedure, the origin, of the function 
f(e) may be fixed a t any point on the diode c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
Changing the Q and impedance level wi l l change the values of K 
and K and hence change the overal l coefficients of the terms involving 
these factorso Note, however, tha t the coefficient values involving 
(K /K ) , (K ) , and (K ) are fixed by adjusting potentiometers 1, 9j â 1^ 
11 respect ively along with t h e i r respective input res is tances to ampli-
f i e r 11 . For example, suppose the Q and impedance level are picked in 
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such a manner that K = 25 and K = 2. Then 
r y z 
K 
( _£ ) 0.01332 = 0.1665 , (B21) 
z 
and potentiometer 1 is changed from 0.1332 to O.I665 and the input 
resistance to amplifier 11 changed from 10 M to 1 M. Likewise 
(K ) 1.14 = 2.23 , (B22) 
z 
and potentiometer 9 is changed from 0.57 to 0.228 and the input resis-
tance to amplifier 11 changed from 500 KB to 100 Kfl. Finally 
(Kr) 0.0152 = O.38 , (B23) 
and potentiometer 11 is changed from O.I52 to 0*38 and the input resis-
tance to amplifier 11 changed from 10 Mft to 1M(1. In this manner, the 
solution to the oscillator equation may be found for many combinations 
of bias, Q, and impedance level. 
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